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Chairman Beyer, Ranking Member Lee, and distinguished members of Congress,
My name is Amy Swearer, and I am a Legal Fellow in the Edwin Meese III Center for Legal and Judicial
Studies at the Heritage Foundation.1 My areas of scholarship and study include, among other things, the
Second Amendment, school safety, and the intersection of gun violence and mental health. I help run the
Heritage Foundation’s Defensive Gun Use Database and am heavily involved in the organization’s School
Safety Initiative, which was developed after the tragic 2018 school shooting in Parkland, Florida, to ensure
that conservative voices played a prominent role in national conversations on gun control and student safety.
I have testified on firearms policy at both the state and federal level, including before the House Judiciary
Committee in 2019 on a bill to ban so-called “assault weapons,” the Virginia State Crime Commission on
the heels of the 2019 Virginia Beach mass shooting, and the Texas House Committee on Mass Violence
and Community Safety following the 2019 mass shooting in an El Paso Walmart. I have more recently
testified before the Senate Judiciary Committee and the House Judiciary Committee on an array of proposed
gun control measures, recent nationwide spikes in violent crime, and keeping the nation’s children safe
from gun violence.
As may be obvious by that introduction, I am not an economist.
So why am I here, testifying before the Joint Economic Committee on the economic toll of gun violence?
Why are any of my fellow witnesses, none of whom are economists or anything close to economists,
here?
This committee on economic impact and policy has not called any economists to testify because it does
not take anyone particularly skilled at math to tell you that gun violence imposes tremendous economic
burdens every year. We may not be able to nail down its exact cost to taxpayers. We may disagree on the
specifics of how best to calculate its annual price tag. But you did not call us because you are unsure
whether gun violence is expensive or whether that expense is bad for the economy.
You called us because you need to know what to do about it.
This panel of witnesses and the testimony we give will sound very much like every other set of
testimonies given by every other panel of witnesses at every other hearing on gun violence because it is
the same problem, with the same solutions. There is nothing new or profound here. And it is time to stop
pretending like we are not having the exact same discussion on the exact same policy disagreements about
the exact same problems at these hearings. To summarize, lawful gun owners are largely not at fault for
the problems of gun violence, while at the same time lawful gun ownership provides significant but
underacknowledged protective economic value. Commonly proposed gun control policies are very
unlikely to offer effective solutions because they either fail to understand or account for basic underlying
realities of gun violence, or because they are patently unconstitutional. Often, they are both. Many of the
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policies that would be most effective at combating gun violence must be done at a state and local level,
but Congress is not without methods or means of keeping the public safe and lowering the annual costs
associated with gun violence.
I.

Gun Violence Imposes A Significant Economic Burden, But Lawful Gun
Owners Are Largely Not At Fault For These Costs.

There are many ways of measuring the economic toll of gun violence. Some of these costs are obvious,
direct, and easily calculable, like annual emergency medical costs associated with treating gun injuries
($1 billion),2 or lost wages and productivity from victims ($49 billion).3 Some costs are less direct and
less readily calculable, such as depressed home values and stunted economic growth rates in communities
that experience surges in gun violence, or the costs borne by the criminal justice system.4 And some costs
are simply too intangible to measure at all. How does one even begin to put a price tag on the mental and
emotional toll of gun violence? In total, many analyses—though they are just best guesses that almost
certainly undercount the true impact—estimate that gun violence costs this nation several hundred billion
dollars every year.5
That is, on the one hand, an economic cost that is not particularly high compared to other types of social
ills unassociated with a constitutionally protected right. Alcohol-attributed crimes alone are estimated to
cost this country over $85 billion a year.6 The true overall cost of excessive drinking in 2010 was
estimated to be over $220 billion, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has determined that
excessive drinking kills more than 140,000 Americans every year.7 The same detrimental economic
impact is felt from vehicle crashes, with the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration estimating
that the nation’s economy suffered $277 billion in direct economic losses because of car crashes in 2010,
with an additional $594 billion lost in indirect costs, for a total cost of just under $1 trillion that must then
be adjusted for inflation.8 Total crime, committed with or without firearms, is estimated to cost nearly
$2.6 trillion every year.9 But on the other hand, the fact that the nation bears significant costs from other
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social problems does not make gun violence any less worth addressing, especially considering the
intensity of the emotional and mental impact associated with it.
To understand how best to address gun violence, we must first understand both its complexity and its
underlying causes—including, importantly, the extent to which lawful gun owners perpetuate any specific
type of gun violence.
A. Criminal Gun Violence Is Not Substantially Driven by Lawful Gun Owners
Most of the costs of gun violence are associated with criminal gun violence, as opposed to gun suicides or
accidental firearm deaths or injuries. Even though suicides account for roughly 60 percent of all gun
deaths, there are hundreds of thousands of nonfatal criminal firearm victimizations every year, resulting in
tens of thousands of nonfatal firearm injuries that require emergency department medical care.10
Additionally, even where such criminal uses of firearms do not result in any injuries, they directly impact
the economy through, for example, the value of stolen items or costs imposed on the criminal justice
system. Unintentional firearm injuries and deaths together make up only about 1 percent of all gun deaths
and injuries every year, and the problem has actually been steadily decreasing over the last two decades.11
There is little overlap between individuals who add to the negative economic cost of criminal gun
violence and individuals whose lawful gun ownership adds a tremendous protective counterweight. While
a small minority of lawful gun owners will, at some point, use their legally purchased and possessed
firearms for criminal purposes, the overwhelming majority of them will never harm themselves or others
with their firearms. There is no evidence that lawful gun owners are a substantial driving force behind
criminal gun violence. Violent crime and homicide rates plummeted during the 1990s and early 2000s,
despite the fact that the number of guns per capita increased by about 50 percent during that time.12
Moreover, to whatever extent violent crime and lawful gun ownership rates are correlated, it is
exceedingly difficult to show how a causal connection is possible given the evidence that most gun crimes
are committed by individuals who are not in lawful possession of their firearms.13 On the contrary, the
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best available evidence indicates that a small number of serial offenders are responsible for a majority of
violent crimes, including of those carried out with firearms.14 Many perpetrators of serious gun crimes are
already prohibited from possessing firearms and obtained their firearms through illegal or informal
channels.15
B. Non-Criminal Gun Violence
Perhaps the most substantial overlap between lawful gun owners and gun violence occurs in the space of
gun suicide. Gun suicides account for roughly 60 percent of all gun deaths every year, but only about half
of all suicides involve the use of a firearm.16 While the United States has a comparatively high rate of gun
suicide, its overall age-standardized suicide rate is slightly lower than the European average, slightly
higher than the OECD average, and is far lower than several countries with incredibly restrictive gun
laws.17 Importantly, it is not that gun ownership in and of itself increases the risk of suicide, but rather
that individuals who are suicidal are far more likely to fatally harm themselves if they have ready access
to lethal means.18
To a much lesser extent than with suicides, lawful gun owners contribute to the overall gun violence
burden when they are used in negligent or reckless ways to cause accidental deaths or injuries, many
times through irresponsible storage or unsafe handling practices. These unintentional deaths and injuries
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account for only about 1 percent of all gun deaths or injuries in any given year, though they appear to be
the type of gun violence most likely to involve death or injury to children. However, it is difficult to know
how many of these unintentional deaths and injuries involve lawful, as opposed to unlawful, gun owners.
For example, the gun control group Everytown for Gun Safety tracks the number of accidental shootings
by juveniles. Through the first five months of 2022, the group recorded 126 such shootings, resulting in
55 deaths and 78 injuries.19 While some of these instances clearly involve guns that were lawfully owned
(though sometimes illegally carried), the news reports and summaries often fail to indicate where the
firearms at issue came from and whether they were lawfully possessed by the person whose reckless or
negligent conduct led to the death or injury. A quick analysis of similar cases in recent months shows
that, where such information is available, a meaningful percentage involve unlawful owners.20
A major driving force behind criminal gun violence in this country is illegal firearm trafficking and the
robust black market for firearms. Unfortunately, a significant source of these illegally trafficked and black
market firearms is the mind-blowing number of guns that are stolen from lawful gun owners every year.
The best available estimates suggest that tens of thousands, if not hundreds of thousands, of firearms are
stolen annually from lawful gun owners, often finding their way into the hands of criminals through
illegitimate channels.21 Many of these firearms are taken from unattended vehicles.22
19
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II.

Lawful Gun Ownership Provides An Equally Significant Protective Economic
Impact

To the extent that lawful gun ownership has a negative impact on the economy by contributing to the
overall burden of gun violence, it also has an equally significant protective impact on the economy. One
way in which lawful gun ownership offers significant protective economic value is through the regular
successful interruption of criminal activity. According to almost every major study on the issue,
Americans use their firearms in legitimate self-defense between 500,000 and 3 million times a year,
substantially decreasing costs associated with crime.23 Because most of these defensive gun uses do not
involve a gun being fired and are therefore not likely to be reported in publicly available outlets, if
officially reported at all, it is difficult to even construct a framework for assessing the protective value
based on lives saved, injuries prevented, property retained, or criminal justice burdens reduced as a result
of these defensive gun uses. If it is assumed that the general distribution of thwarted crimes is similar to
the distribution of completed crimes,24 then the probable protective value for even 1 million defensive gun
uses is considerable.25
This protective impact largely comes with little statistical risk to gun owners. In fact, the best, most
comprehensive studies on crime victimization in the United States have found that victims who forcefully
resist crimes are less likely to suffer serious injury or property loss than those who do not offer
resistance.26 This is true even though victims who defend themselves with weapons often resort to such
armed resistance precisely because they faced disadvantageous circumstances, such as being outnumbered
or confronted by armed assailants.27 These conclusions are consistent with my own analysis of, and
experiences interacting with, the Heritage Foundation’s internal data from our Defensive Gun Use
Database, which contains thousands of media-verified reports of defensive gun uses since January 1,
2019. Analysis of these media-verified defensive gun uses indicates that individuals who use firearms in
23
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self-defense rarely incur injuries, and of those who are injured, a majority sustain only minor or
moderately severe injuries that do not require inpatient hospitalization. Importantly, almost all injuries in
our records occurred before the defensive gun use, or during the defensive gun use but after the assailant
made his or her violent intentions clear. In other words, it was not the defensive gun use that caused the
assailant to physically harm the victim, but the defensive gun use that stopped the scenario from
becoming worse.
Even during the minority of completely unsuccessful gun uses, in many cases, the victim had nothing to
lose by acting defensively, because the offender’s intent to harm them was already manifest. Consider just
one example from the small minority of unsuccessful defensive gun uses since January 1, 2021. In
Arizona, two men—one of them wielding a baseball bat—forced their way into a hotel room and began
hitting one victim with the bat. A second victim walked out of the bathroom with a firearm and fatally
shot one of the assailants before running out of ammunition. The second assailant then beat the armed but
now-defenseless victim to death.28 Additionally, contrary to common talking points by some gun control
activists, lawful gun owners who use their firearms in self-defense are rarely overpowered by assailants
who take their guns and use them against the victims, especially compared to the number of times guns
are successfully used in self-defense.29
Not only are armed civilians better able to resist criminal activity when it occurs, but according to
criminals themselves, knowing that potential victims might be armed effectively deters many crimes in
the first place. According to one survey of imprisoned felons, roughly one-third reported being “scared
off, shot at, wounded or captured by an armed victim,” while forty percent admitted that they had
refrained from attempting to commit a crime out of fear that the victim was armed.30 Well over half of the
surveyed felons acknowledged that they would not attack a victim they knew was armed and almost
three-quarters agreed that “one reason burglars avoid houses where people are at home is that they fear
being shot.”31 Importantly, the study also found that felons from states with the greatest relative number
of privately owned firearms registered the highest levels of concern about confronting an armed victim.32
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This is consistent with the conclusions of a study that analyzed the effect of a Memphis newspaper listing
all Tennessee residents with a handgun carry permit in a publicly accessible database, locating them
within their five-digit zip code. The database received more than a million views in 2009.33 The study’s
authors concluded that, in the months following a newspaper article that dramatically increased online
traffic to the database, zip codes with higher densities of carry permit holders experienced a 20 percent
relative decrease in burglaries compared to zip codes with lower densities of carry permit holders.34
International data, too, seems to indicate that criminals generally consider the likelihood of armed
resistance and adapt their behavior accordingly. According to one study, only about 13 percent of
burglaries in the United States take place when then occupants are home, a rate far lower than in many
other developed countries like Canada, Great Britain, and the Netherlands.35 Because these “hot
burglaries” are far more likely to result in an assault against a victim than are burglaries of unoccupied
homes, it is relatively easy to predict—as several researchers have—that the lower percentage of hot
burglaries in the United States results in over half a million fewer assaults every year than would
otherwise occur if the percentage of hot burglaries was on par with these other countries, saving the
nation billions of dollars in avoided crime costs.36
Finally, armed civilians played a significant but underacknowledged role in stopping active shooters,
including those bent on acts of mass public violence. While mass public shootings account for only a
fraction of a percent of gun deaths every year, they have an oversized role in both gun policy discussions
and general feelings of safety in public spaces. Despite the common suggestion from gun control activists
that “good guys with guns never stop mass shootings,” the reality is that many mass public shootings
occur in locations where law-abiding civilians are prohibited from being armed. However, of those mass
public shootings that occur in areas where law-abiding civilians may be armed, armed citizens
successfully intervene in almost half of them.37 In the last five weeks, three armed civilians have stopped
active shooters long before law enforcement arrived on the scene, saving countless numbers of lives.38
Not only do lawful gun owners have a protective impact on the economy by thwarting and deterring
crime, but the lawful gun industry contributes to the economy in significant ways. In 2021, it was
estimated that the firearm and ammunition industry generated over $70 billion dollars in total economic
activity.39 It directly employed almost 170,000 Americans in the manufacture, distribution, and sales of
33
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firearms and ammunition, with an additional 206,000 jobs generated in supplier and ancillary industries.
All of this generates sizeable tax revenue—the industry and its employees paid over $7.8 billion in
property, income, and sales taxes in 2021.40
III.

Policymakers Can and Should Address the Costs of Gun Violence Without
Undermining the Protective Economic Impact of Lawful Gun Ownership

Fortunately for policymakers, this does not come down to a choice between the costs of gun violence
versus the protective economic benefits of lawful gun ownership.
A. Policy Assessment: What Doesn’t Work
All of these proposals would impose significant enforcement costs on the economy while proving to be
either constitutionally problematic or failing to meaningfully address gun violence in a way that lowers
the economic costs associated with it.
Red Flag Laws
Red flag laws—also known as extreme risk protection orders—have come into the national spotlight over
the last four years as a potential method of addressing a real and serious concern with respect to mass
public shooters. With perhaps one notable exception, every mass public shooter in recent history passed a
background check and legally procured firearms, often despite showing very alarming signs of being a
danger to self or others.41 This is also unfortunately the case for many people who commit suicide with a
firearm, which accounts for nearly 6-in-10 gun deaths every year.
Many individuals who are either suicidal or considering acts of mass public violence are able to pass
background checks largely because federal law provides only a limited number of ways in which
individuals lose their Second Amendment rights, most commonly by conviction of a felony or domestic
violence misdemeanor, or by involuntary commitment to an inpatient mental health facility. People who
have their Second Amendment rights revoked in this manner face a real likelihood of never having them
restored, and these are, therefore, severe measures requiring that very high legal thresholds be met.
Involuntary commitment, in particular, is often reserved for only the most serious of mental health crises,
a problem often compounded by a lack of adequate inpatient mental health infrastructure in many states.
There are, at least in theory, constitutional ways of temporarily restricting gun ownership for individuals
who are clearly a danger to themselves or others, regardless of whether they suffer from a diagnosable
mental illness or have yet to commit a disqualifying felony. That said, the right to keep and bear arms is a
fundamental constitutional right, and any deprivation of that right—even temporarily and for compelling
40
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reasons—requires the highest standards of due process. The closest corollary to red flag laws is the civil
mental health commitment process for individuals alleged to be mentally ill and dangerous. While red
flag laws raise additional concerns and aren’t perfectly analogous, the civil commitment process provides
at least a starting point for bare minimum due process standards—the right to an attorney, to crossexamine witnesses, and to testify on one’s own behalf; the burden of the state to continually prove its case
by clear and convincing evidence; ex parte or emergency orders limited only to serious threats of
imminent harm; and principles limiting deprivations to the least restrictive means necessary.
Moreover, from the perspective of sound public policy, any red flag law should include comprehensive
and detailed practical considerations, like specifying the methods for notifying defendants of the
allegations and their rights, for storing seized firearms and returning them to their owners, for
immediately remedying clear mistakes (such as cases of mistaken identity), and for promptly restoring a
person’s Second Amendment rights after orders expire. Just as importantly, any palatable law should be
fully integrated with existing mental health, domestic violence, and addiction treatment infrastructures,
and otherwise ensure that the process adequately addresses the underlying problems that led a person to
be dangerous in the first place. It should never be about simply disarming people, but about restoring
them to a point where they are no longer dangerous.
These are very important aspects of the theory behind red flag laws. Unfortunately, of the more than 20
red flag laws already on the books at the state level, not one adequately addresses all of the very real
concerns that come with deprivations of a fundamental right. Some states have admittedly done a better
job addressing these concerns than others—for example, Colorado’s law is far less objectionable than
New Mexico’s—but all of them come up short in key areas, such as authorizing the use of low burdens of
proof or failing to provide any mechanism for ensuring those deemed dangerous receive help. In short,
states have proven themselves either unable or unwilling to ensure that red flag laws pass constitutional
muster in practice, undermining the theory as a whole.
Worse, as advocates push for these laws at a federal level, there are even greater concerns about the
federal government’s role. There are two methods regularly floated by advocates of federal intervention
on red flag laws: a “true” federal red flag law and a federal law that financially incentivizes states to adopt
red flag laws that meet certain minimum standards outlined by Congress. Both ideas suffer from serious
theoretical and practical problems.
Any “true” federal red flag law—one that enables red flag petitions to be filed through the federal court
system—would likely suffer from a serious constitutional flaw. The federal government, unlike state
governments, lacks general “police powers” and cannot broadly regulate the public safety, except in those
limited scenarios specified by the Constitution.
While courts have broadly construed the federal government’s ability to regulate “interstate commerce,”
they have also drawn a line at comparable laws criminalizing gun possession on school grounds. This is
part of the reason why similar restraining orders based on violent behavior are exclusively issued at a
state level. Additionally, there is no widely available mental health or addiction treatment framework at a
federal level, nor is there a true federal equivalent of a local police force authorized to enforce federal red
flag orders. That creates substantial practical barriers that all but ensure a “true” federal red flag law
would fall short of providing dangerous or suicidal individuals with the help they desperately need.
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As for a federal bill that attaches federal funding to the adoption of state red flag laws, that raises its own
concerns. It is very unlikely that any set of minimal federal standards would compel states to provide
either adequate due process protections or the sort of comprehensive, detailed approach necessary to
avoid objection. That is especially true if the Justice Department’s recently issued “model red flag law” is
any indication of where federal advocates stand on this issue. The model law contains numerous
nonstarters, including allowing a defendant’s rights to be revoked at one-sided, ex parte hearings based on
nothing more than “reasonable cause,” an incredibly low burden of proof when dealing with fundamental
constitutional rights.
The federal government should not bribe states into adopting a bare-bones framework for red flag laws,
especially when states thus far have a less-than-stellar track record of writing and implementing them on
their own. There is, frankly, no reason to believe that states desiring this federal funding would go
through the rigorous process of fleshing out the federal minimum standards with sufficient
safeguards. Any red flag laws would have to be much better than they are in states that have already taken
a swing at them. The federal government in all likelihood will not improve upon laws passed at the state
level and has other constitutional restraints on its ability to legislate in this area.
Universal Background Checks
Most people agree that it is both constitutional and reasonable to prohibit certain individuals from
possessing firearms because they have demonstrated a high risk of danger to themselves or others.42
Federal law reflects this consensus by barring convicted felons and those with histories of serious mental
health problems from legally purchasing or possessing firearms unless their civil rights have been
restored.43 In 1993, Congress strengthened the means of enforcing these prohibitions by establishing the
National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS index) and requiring that Federal Firearms
Licensees (FFLs) request FBI background checks through this index on all prospective firearm
purchasers. Moreover, any person or entity “engaged in the business of dealing firearms” must go through
the arduous process of obtaining a federal firearms license.44
Under current federal law, then, it does not matter whether the gun sale or transfer takes place at a gun
show, in a brick-and-mortar store, or over the internet. The vast majority of lawful gun transfers require a
background check. The only time federal law does not mandate a background check is when a non-FFL
sells or transfers a gun to a resident of the same state. Even then, it is unlawful for a person to sell or
transfer a gun to anyone he or she “know[s] or [has] reasonable cause to believe” is prohibited from
possessing that firearm.45 Importantly, part of the reason for this limited exception for the background
42
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check mandate is that only FFLs can request NICS background checks. Private citizens cannot simply call
up the FBI and easily determine the status of prospective buyers.
Nevertheless, universal background checks are centered on a legitimate concern: would-be criminals can
plausibly use private intrastate sales by non-FFLs to circumvent background checks that would catch their
prohibited status. Recent decades have given rise to online gun advertising platforms for stranger-tostranger sales—situations where the seller is unlikely to have sufficient knowledge of the buyer to believe
he or she is anything other than a law-abiding citizen. It is not inherently unreasonable to be concerned
about how criminals in general might abuse these types of publicly advertised private gun sales.
The problem is that, in practice, bills put forward to address this legitimate concern have been poorly
written and routinely suffer from far more problems than they could ever hope to address. Requiring
background checks on private intrastate gun sales is, at best, a low-reward endeavor. Even in a best-case
scenario where everyone willing to abide by the law does so, universal background checks fail to
meaningfully address the primary ways in which would-be criminals obtain firearms. Most would-be
criminals do not get their firearms through legitimate or formal sources but through black market gun
sales, straw purchases, and informal transfers by friends or family members who likely already know the
gun could be used for criminal purposes.46 When would-be criminals do go through licensed dealers, it is
presumably because they do not have disqualifying criminal or mental health histories and can pass a
background check.47 To whatever extent universal background checks may make it more difficult for
prohibited people to obtain guns from strangers, they do nothing to address the plethora of other avenues
available for the same purpose. There is a reason why studies routinely show that universal background
checks, in and of themselves, have no effect on crime or suicide rates.48
Despite this low-reward reality, universal background check bills—including many of the ones
considered by this very body in recent years—seemingly go out of their way to impose heavy burdens on
law-abiding gun owners making common, low-risk transfers, or temporary transfers. Perhaps worse, they
have been written in ways that deter gun owners from taking some of the most commonsense,
responsible, and even life-saving measures with their firearms. The fact that these bills keep getting
traction without these very real concerns being addressed only underscores a very real fear by many gun
owners that universal background checks will be used as the gateway to a de facto national gun registry.
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If Congress wants to pursue background checks for intrastate private sales, it should do so only with bills
that are narrowly tailored to address the underlying problem without creating new and more significant
problems. Instead of expanding the background check mandate to a variety of low-risk or temporary
transfers, expansion could be limited to all publicly advertised sales regardless of the seller’s FFL status.
Congress could also consider modifying the existing background check system to allow non-FFLs some
means of accessing the NICS system when conducting publicly advertised sales. Finally, the language for
the “danger” exemptions could be significantly broadened to ensure the bill does not create needless and
irrational barriers to potentially life-saving gun transfers.49
Mandatory “Safe Storage” Requirements
Another common proposal is that of mandatory “safe storage” requirements for gun owners with juveniles
in their homes. At their core, these laws seek to address a common theme among juvenile gun deaths—
juvenile access to family firearms, which plays a role in both juvenile suicides and accidental deaths or
injuries that result from juveniles handling firearms without supervision. Importantly, a person does not
become more or less suicidal, or more or less prone to violence, based on mere access to a firearm.50
However, when individuals who are already suicidal or prone to violence have access to a firearm, it
increases the likelihood they will be able to seriously harm themselves or others.51
From a fundamental level, the federal government does not have either the constitutional authority to pass
such laws or the practical capacity to enforce safe storage requirements. As with “true” federal red flag
laws, the federal government lacks the general police power reserved to the states under the 10th
Amendment, as well as any general police force to ensure these laws are followed. Even at a state level,
pre-emptive enforcement is a practical impossibility. Even in an absurd (and blatantly unconstitutional)
scenario where law enforcement officers could go door-to-door conducting mass warrantless searches for
violations, the negative criminal justice implications of having their parents arrested would far outweigh
any potential benefit to at-risk children.
These laws also suffer from practical problems, namely, that they may not actually work nearly as well as
proponents suggest. While “child access prevention laws are associated with lower fatality rates among
younger children,” they “may not alter the risk among older youth” who are far more likely to experience
suicidality or engage in criminal behaviors.52 As the same time, many gun owners teach their children
principles of marksmanship, gun safety, and responsible gun ownership from an early age, and those
juveniles—especially older ones—routinely access family firearms to save lives.53 Moreover, these laws
49
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can seriously delay the ability of lawful gun owners to access loaded firearms in an emergency, with
devastating consequences.54 Additionally, it is unclear what, if any, potential benefits these laws would
have with respect to preventing adult suicides and accidental gunshot wounds, or accidental gunshot
wounds associated with adults mishandling firearms and unintentionally harming children.
Bans on So-Called “Assault Weapons” and Standard Capacity Magazines
Particularly on the heels of high-profile mass public shootings, almost without fail come calls to ban the
civilian purchase or possession of certain semi-automatic firearms (mostly rifles) inappropriately
mislabeled as “assault weapons.” These firearms are not—despite intentional attempts to frame them as
such—fully automatic machine guns or “assault rifles” with select-fire capabilities, both of which are
heavily regulated under the National Firearms Act. The features that separate “assault weapons” from
“non-assault weapons” are not functional, and do not affect any meaningful measure of lethality, such as
rate of fire, caliber, or muzzle velocity. No, the differences between semi-automatic “assault weapons”
and semi-automatic “non-assault weapons” essentially boil down to cosmetic features like pistol grips,
collapsing stocks, or barrel shrouds. In fact, the Associated Press recently updated its Stylebook with
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guidance that that journalists avoid the term “assault weapon” altogether precisely because it is a “highly
politicized term…[that] convey[s] little meaning about the actual function of the weapon.55
These features exist for the purpose of making the firearm safer to operate and easier to fire in a more
accurate manner. For instance, barrel shrouds are a component of “assault weapons” that protect the
operator’s hand by partially or completely covering the rifle barrel, which can often become hot enough
to cause serious burns after as little usage as shooting through one standard magazine at a range.56 The
protective function of the barrel shroud is so fundamental to its existence that recently proposed
legislation to ban its use defined the feature as: “a shroud that is attached to, or partially or completely
encircles, the barrel of a firearm so that the shroud protects the user of the firearm from heat generated by
the barrel.”57 And yet, despite the fact that the entire function of a barrel shroud is to protect lawful users
from injury during lawful use, gun control advocates routinely point to this feature as something that must
be banned because it also protects unlawful users from injury.58
Any ban on these firearms would suffer from a host of constitutional and practical problems. Semiautomatic rifles, with or without these cosmetic features, are the exact type of bearable small arm whose
civilian possession is protected by the Second Amendment. They are the type of firearm least often used
to perpetuate gun-related violence in the United States. In fact, they play such a minimal role in gunrelated violence that, even if their prohibition could be immediately implemented with 100 percent
effectiveness and no other firearms were ever substituted in their place, the law would fail to have a
meaningful impact on overall rates of gun violence.
The Supreme Court has never reviewed a challenge to these types of prohibitions, including the federal
prohibition on “assault weapon” sales between 1994 and 2004, and it is it is difficult to see how a postHeller Court could uphold these laws while also remaining faithful to Heller and McDonald. Some lower
courts have upheld challenges to these laws, but they have done so in ways that blatantly undermine core
elements of Heller and McDonald.
From a practical perspective, these bans are also fraught with challenges. Without a doubt, the type of
firearm most commonly used in suicides is the handgun, and even where semi-automatic rifles are used to
commit suicide, the nature of suicide renders the type of firearm irrelevant. Far from being the weapon of
choice for would-be criminals, semi-automatic rifles are statistically the type of firearm least likely to be
used for unlawful purposes, particularly compared to handguns. Over the last decade, rifles of any kind
were definitively used in only 3-4 percent of gun homicides, and it is not clear how many of those deaths
actually involved the use of “assault weapons” compared to other types of rifles.59 The average American
55
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is, in fact, several times more likely to be stabbed to death than he or she is to be shot to death with a rifle
of any kind.60
Even where semi-automatic rifles were used to commit homicide, it is nearly impossible to determine
how many of those homicides would not have been successfully committed if the perpetrator had relied
on a different type of firearm. This same low estimate of rifle usage holds true across non-fatal firearm
crimes, where 90 percent are attributable to handguns and only 10 percent are attributable to long guns of
any kind.61 The official analysis of the 1994 federal assault weapons ban only underscores the reality that
the prohibition of firearms least likely to be used in violent crime is an ineffective way of combating that
violent crime. It concluded that “[s]hould it be renewed, the ban’s effects on gun violence are likely to be
small at best and perhaps too small for reliable measurement. [Assault weapons] were rarely used in gun
crimes even before the ban.”62
Gun control advocates, politicians, and the media routinely characterize semi-automatic rifles, specifically
the AR-15, as the “weapon of choice” for mass public shooters. This is far from an accurate depiction of
the facts. Many mass shooters over the last decade have used handguns alone, and most in fact bring
several different types of firearms.63 To the extent that semi-automatic rifles are utilized by mass shooters,
it is because they are popular among all Americans, the vast majority of whom will never use them for
unlawful purposes.
The reality is that, even if all would-be mass public shooters were successfully diverted to the use of
“non-assault weapons,” it would likely have no meaningful impact on their ability to kill large numbers of
unarmed civilians. With only a few notable exceptions, such as the Las Vegas shooting in 2018, the type
of firearm was simply not a major factor in the ability of mass shooters to cause significant casualties,
particularly compared to other important factors such the time the shooter remained unconfronted by an
armed response.64 While it is deeply unsettling to consider, when individuals intent on evil have several
2014/tables/expanded-homicide-data/expanded_homicide_data_table_8_murder_victims_by_weapon_20102014.xls.
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minutes to hunt down and kill unarmed civilians confined together as “soft targets,” it does not matter
whether the person has a shotgun, a handgun, or a rifle. It certainly does not matter whether he has
straight, fixed stock instead of a pistol grip and collapsing stock. As the nation saw just last month in
Buffalo, New York, “non-assault weapons” can be used to great effect by mass shooters precisely because
those cosmetic features make little difference in those contexts.65
Some of the deadliest mass public shootings in United States history have been carried out with nothing
more than handguns. This includes the worst school shooting in U.S. history, at Virginia Tech in 2006,
where the shooter was able to fire 174 rounds in roughly 11 minutes, killing 30 people and wounding 17
others with nothing more than common, relatively low-caliber handguns.66 Similarly, in 1991, a shooter at
a Luby’s Cafeteria in Killeen, Texas, fatally shot 23 and wounded another 19 with two handguns.67
All of this must be factored in light of the incredibly small role mass public shootings play in the overall
number of firearm-related violence, accounting for only a fraction of a percent of all gun deaths every
year.68 This is not to minimize the devastating impact such events can have on the families and
communities impacted by them, and these acts certainly affect important public perceptions of overall
safety from gun-related violence. It is, rather, to give important perspective to a policy proposal that, even
if perfectly implemented without any risk of shooters substituting other firearms, would have a
statistically insignificant impact on gun violence rates in this country.
A second commonly proposed gun control measure in the wake of many high-profile mass shootings is
the implementation of bans on so-called “high capacity magazines,” or magazines capable of holding
more than 10 rounds. As with bans on so-called “assault weapons,” any bans would suffer from serious
constitutional and practical problems.
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Magazines capable of holding more than 10 rounds are not “high capacity” in any meaningful sense. They
are, rather, factory-standard components for the majority of firearms manufactured and sold in this
country, and their common use by American civilians predates the ratification of the 14th Amendment.
Like the semi-automatic rifles and handguns with which they are designed to work, these magazines are
commonly possessed by law-abiding citizens for lawful purposes.
Most firearm-related deaths in the United States are suicides, where a firearm’s magazine capacity is
effectively a moot point—one round is all that is necessary. The policy therefore fails to meaningfully
address the major driving force behind American gun violence. As for the impact of these bans on overall
rates of violent crime or gun homicide rates, few methodologically sound studies exist, and a recent
review of that literature by RAND found that the evidence is, at best, inconclusive as to whether the bans
have any effect whatsoever.69
Indeed, the primary concern raised by advocates of banning these factory-standard magazines is related to
the least common type of firearm violence—mass public shootings. The argument is that standard
capacity magazines may increase the ability of would-be mass public shooters to inflict high numbers of
casualties by decreasing the number of times they need to reload during the shootings. Even assuming
that it is practical as a matter of policy to confiscate the tens of millions of these magazines already
owned by law-abiding citizens, without any means of replacement for would-be criminals, limiting
magazine capacity is still not likely to meaningfully lower casualty rates for mass public shootings. First,
shooters can (and routinely do) side-step these laws by bringing several firearms and extra loaded
magazines, easily replacing expended magazines within seconds. Second, at least one study has shown
that mass public shooters typically do not fire at a fast enough rate for casualty counts to be attributed to
magazine capacity. This conclusion is supported by the findings of various panels analyzing the effect of
magazine capacity for individual mass shootings, as well as by the reality that high casualty counts have
occurred during shootings where only “limited-capacity” magazines were used.
But, even beyond this, we simply do not live in a world where we can or should reasonably expect
Americans to widely comply with these laws,70 that the laws will be meaningfully enforced in a nonpolice state, or that widespread enforcement against even a fraction of non-compliant citizens would not
have devastating consequences from a criminal justice perspective. Additionally, many “acceptable” lowcapacity magazines can be illegally modified within a matter of minutes by anybody with access to the
internet and a screwdriver—a reality that we saw had horrific effect in Buffalo, New York, where the
shooter easily modified his magazines.
Raising the Minimum Age of Gun Purchase to 21
A third commonly proposed policy on the heels of mass public shootings is some variation on the idea
that those under the age of 21 should have their access to firearms restricted, either by prohibiting future
purchases of some or all long guns, or by outright banning the possession of most firearms for most
young adults under most circumstances.
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These individuals are in all other respects legal adults who, as full-fledged members of the American
public, are endowed with all the rights and duties of citizenship.71 They can vote, serve on juries, sign
legally binding contracts, and marry without permission. They may be drafted into the armed forces or
called upon for state militia service. They are held fully accountable before the law for criminal actions,
up to and including execution. There is, quite simply, little constitutional basis for divesting all lawabiding young adults of a fundamental constitutional right (or even for limiting their exercise of that
right), solely because a small minority of their peers might commit crimes with those firearms.
Moreover, from a practical perspective, while young adults are statistically more likely than older adults
to engage in criminal behaviors, they are also more likely to be victims of violent crime.72 To the extent
that such laws limit the ability of young adults to engage in criminal behavior, they also limit the ability
of the most vulnerable population of adults to engage in the core exercise of the Second Amendment—
self-defense.73 And it seems far from likely that young adults bent on crime would be meaningfully
prevented from accessing firearms, given the prevalence of handgun-related homicides committed by
young offenders despite federal prohibitions on handgun sales to those under 21.
It appears, once again, that the primary motivation behind this prohibition is the shocking nature of a
handful of mass public shootings carried out by young adults in recent years, including two in just the last
month. Put aside, once again, the fact that these shootings account for a fraction of a percent of all gun
deaths. Even if the goal is simply to address mass public shootings due to their outsized impact on the
national psyche, most of those shootings are not carried out by individuals under the age of 21. The
Mother Jones Mass Shooting Database records 31 mass public shootings since Parkland in 2018. Of
those, only six were carried out by individuals under the age of 21. In two of those cases, the individual
was under 18, could not legally buy any firearms, and stole the weapons from his parents. In two more
cases, the individual showed clear signs of being a danger to self or others and should have been rendered
legally prohibited from purchasing firearms under existing laws, but those legal mechanisms were never
pursued.
Mandatory Gun Owner Liability Insurance
In recent years, it has become increasingly popular to suggest that one way of forcing gun owners to
shoulder the costs associated with gun violence is by mandating that they acquire some form of gun
owner liability insurance. In 2021, the city of San Jose, California, became the first in the nation to
implement this policy, roundly touting it as a viable solution for combating the costs of gun violence.
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This idea, however, suffers from a plethora of practical problems that limit coverage to the point of being
effectively useless as a policy tool to lower costs associated with gun violence.74 First, as a general rule,
states currently prevent insurance policies from covering intentional or criminal actions, which together
comprise the vast majority of annual acts of gun violence. Insurance would only be used to cover the
much rarer acts of reckless, negligent, or accidental conduct, and even then, only when such acts are
committed by an insured individual and injure innocent third parties. Moreover, policies covering liability
for reckless or negligent conduct perversely risk disincentivizing gun owners from acting responsibly,
because they would be indemnified against any financial consequences stemming from irresponsible
actions.
Finally, the effectiveness of any such mandate would depend largely on widespread enforcement. But a
majority of gun crimes and at least some portion of accidental deaths and injuries are the fault of unlawful
gun owners, who could not obtain liability insurance even if they were inclined to comply with this
specific gun law in ways they are not inclined to follow other gun laws. And unless a state has a gun
owner registry, requires gun owners to submit proof of insurance on a regular business, actively monitors
which lawful gun owners have not obtained insurance, then meaningfully sanctions them for
noncompliance, it cannot ensure the type of widespread compliance necessary to render such a mandate
even remotely effective for the limited scenarios in which insurance policies would apply in the first
place.
Waiting Periods
According to the RAND Corporation, evidence that waiting periods reduce overall suicides is limited, at
best.75 It is not at all clear why such waiting periods should apply to subsequent purchases, as suicidal
individuals who already own firearms presumably already have those lethal means at their disposal.
Meanwhile, individuals who are in immediate fear for their lives are delayed in their ability to exercise
their Second Amendment rights precisely when it may be most important for purposes of self-defense.
B. Effective Strategies for Reducing the Toll of Gun Violence
(1) Increase Social Capital by Promoting Economic Growth and Family Stability
There is a plethora of evidence that social capital is inextricably linked to gun violence, whether that gun
violence is related to suicide or criminal activity.76 Communities with higher levels of social capital are
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also less likely to be victimized by mass public shooters.77 Many aspects of rebuilding civil society and
increasing social capital inherently involve private voluntary associations, and Americans are often better
served by government “getting out of the way.”78 From a federal policy perspective, one important way of
addressing social capital concerns is through promoting economic growth and employment, which
increases family stability and individual connectedness through the workplace.79 As many of my
colleagues at the Heritage Foundation have pointed out, there are plenty of specific, concrete measures
Congress can take to ease the crushing effects of inflation on American families and provide a stable
economy, which would promote family stability and lower the risks of suicide and crime associated with
increased economic stress, divorce, and poverty.80 There are also steps Congress can take to promote
financial stability in working families, offer more educational opportunities that families control, and
increase wages through pro-jobs tax policies.81
(2) Combat Violent Crime by Fully Funding the Police and Prosecuting Offenders
The presence of law enforcement officers has a major deterrent effect on criminals.82 Reducing police
presence and pro-active, officer-initiated activity within communities has a devastating impact, including
most markedly for poorer, minority communities.83 A small number of serial offenders are responsible for
a majority of violent crimes in many cities.84 Focusing enforcement and prosecution resources on
removing the worst offenders from communities for lengthy periods of time has a significant and positive
impact on community safety.85
On the surface, bolstering police activity and enforcing existing laws may seem like an easy solution.
After all, it is already illegal to traffic in firearms, to sell or lend guns to prohibited persons, or for violent
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felons to possess firearms. It does not necessitate new laws. But to meaningfully enforce laws, many
cities will need to change their policy approaches when it comes to law enforcement. Unfortunately,
much of this task falls to states and local governments. It is shameful that so many of the federal
government’s state and local counterparts have singled out the rights of peaceable gun owners while at
same time refusing to hold violent criminals—including those who unlawfully use firearms to harm
innocent people—fully accountable for their actions.
But the federal government, for its part, is not left without recourse. It can encourage and even help states
re-fund and re-invigorate local police departments after several years of morale-devastating cuts. It can
continue cracking down on illegal gun trafficking and ensure that, at least at the federal level, those who
are caught illegally trafficking firearms face swift, certain, and severe punishment. And while it cannot
force rogue “progressive” prosecutors to fully enforce laws at a state or local level, it can publicly
promote best practices for the prosecution of violent offenders that reflect an attitude of taking violence
crime seriously.
(3) Invest in School Choice
School choice reduces the costs associated with gun violence in the short and medium term by helping
students escape communities where bullying, gang-related violence, and other forms of school violence
are common. Especially for at-risk males, persistently attending private schools through school voucher
programs lowers their risks of participating in or being arrested for criminal behaviors.86 The ability of
parents to more easily remove their children from schools where they are bullied or face violent threats
also helps alleviate the increased risks of suicide that come with those realities.87 In the long run, better
educational opportunities increase social capital, thereby decreasing the likelihood that an individual will
either commit or be victimized by acts of gun violence.
The bulk of school choice initiatives should be conducted at the state level.88 That said, the federal
government is not without means to act in support of this crucial aspect of combating violence. Congress
can put the D.C. Opportunity Scholarship Program on a permanent and expanded footing, instead of
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perpetually trying to phase it out.89 It can also expand school choice to military families and children
attending Bureau of Indian Education Schools, the latter routinely being deemed some of the worstperforming schools in the nation.90 Congress can also use its bully pulpit to promote these initiatives in a
more high-profile manner, bringing attention to the positive impacts they have on the nation’s young
people.
(4) Additional Opportunities for Federal Intervention
•

Fund anti-gang violence and other community initiatives that have proven to be incredibly
effective at lowering rates of gun crime.91

•

Remove unnecessary barriers to the exercise of Second Amendment rights by law-abiding
citizens, who use their firearms in lawful defense of self or others somewhere between 500,000 to
3,000,000 times every year.92

•

Invest in genuine risk assessment training for state and local communities, better enabling them to
prevent acts of targeted and mass violence.93
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•

Expand access to alternative healthcare options and give low-income Americans a choice in their
own healthcare—including their mental healthcare. Refuse to underwrite anti-competitive state
healthcare policies that raise the costs of healthcare—including mental healthcare—and reduce
options for patients.

•

Promote and encourage safe storage practices and responsible gun ownership without preemptively criminalizing gun owners for making reasonable decisions or inhibiting their ability to
immediately respond to violent threats. Similar efforts to reduce unintentional gun deaths among
children have proved incredibly successful.
IV.

Conclusion

I am not an economist. But it does not take an economist to tell you that gun violence imposes a
tremendous economic burden every year, or that lawful gun ownership is largely not to blame for the bulk
of it. To any extent that lawful gun ownership does facilitate the costs of gun violence, it offers an equally
significant protective value in the form of crime interference and deterrence, as well as through the
economic value of a lawful multi-billion-dollar industry. This is, at its core, a very old conversation about
gun policy, with the same easily refuted gun control talking points from the same advocates. It is far past
time for Congress to stop having these same tired discussions focusing on the same utterly ineffective
“solutions,” and to start actually implementing policies that will address the underlying problems that lead
Americans to kill themselves and others with firearms in the first place.
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